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Ever since being founded in 
1959, PARISE COMPRESSORI - 
with its two production sites - has 
always stood out for its commit-
ment and professionalism in the 
compressed air industry.

PARISE COMPRESSORI is con-
tinually focused on developing 
increasingly efficient and com-
petitive products, featuring Ita-
lian quality and experience and 
designed to meet the needs of 
ever more attentive and deman-
ding customers. 



products
      MADE               in ITALY

PARISE COMPRESSORI reflects the innovation and quality 
of Made in Italy. At a time marked by economic recession 
and strong price competition from emerging countries, 
PARISE COMPRESSORI has adopted a development model 
based on the concepts of raw material quality, technolo-
gical innovation and advancements, and professionalism 
of its personnel, so as to make products that are simple, 
reliable and competitive. 

Careful design and implementation of the latest techno-
logies available have led to the development of bench-
mark products in the rotary screw compressor segment. 
We have managed to considerably reduce compressor 
size and ensure extremely simple maintenance while 
maintaining the same performance.

PRODUCT      QUALITY



Continuous research into advanced solutions and meticu-
lous customer service mean PARISE COMPRESSORI has 
established its name all over the world.

PARISE 
  COMPRESSORI 
around the WORLD

INNOVATION 
   & DEVELOPMENT

The spirit that drives PARISE COMPRESSORI to continually 
come up with new ideas and create new models guarantees 
products that are extremely functional and feature very high 
quality. Indeed quality is applied and ensured by ISO 9001-
2008 quality system certification, issued by certifying body 
TÜV, a useful and important factor in generating a process of 
continual improvement.
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Product quality is moreover guaranteed by careful testing.
PARISE COMPRESSORI operates its own test centre for measu-
ring all operating parameters; advanced software is then used 
to analyse the data measured during testing, special instru-
ments measure noise in all operating conditions, and finally 
test reports are issued for each individual compressor tested.



>  Modular compressed air system for motor speed control

>  Reliable, economical and flexible air delivery

>  Energy efficiency

>  Low noise

>  Maintenance

BENEFITS of inverter TECHNOLOGY
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